
CAS RW-10P Wheel Weighing Scales, 20000 x 10 lb

CAS RW-P rugged cast aluminum weighing scales are light enough to accomodate portability yet large
enough for any type of vehicle. Bright yellow industrial paint is baked on to the aluminum alloy chassis.
Built tough 

 

Manufature: CAS
SKU: RW-10P  

Please Call
(800)832-0055 

Features

Convenient vehicle weighing platform ... This rugged cast aluminum weighing plate is light
enough to accomodate portability yet large enough for any type of vehicle. The bright yellow
industrial paint is baked on to the aluminum alloy chassis. CAS platforms not only look tough, theyre
built tough! With a variety of capacities and higher resolutions the CAS RW-P series wheel weighing
scales can be used in almost any application. 

The CAS RW-P series wheel weighing scales can even accommodate for virtually any vehicles axle
arrangement with the simple use of "dummy plates". These are simply solid rubber spacers of
different sizes that can be placed between multiple platforms.

Rugged cast aluminum 
Designed specifically for portability 
Capacity up to 30000 lbs 
Quick and easy method of checkweighing to eliminate risk of overloading 
Lightweight, low profile -- only 1.5 inches high 
Connect up to 6 platforms when using the RW-2601P multi-platform indicator 
High accuracy 
By Wheel weight or Total weight 
Water resistant 
Advanced digital filtering to minimize vibration 
Test for axle balance and overload conditions 



RW-2601P Multi-Platform Indicator:

Built in clock 
One RS-232 serial port 
Built in charger and batteries 
10 Vehicle number memories 
High speed dot matrix receipt printer 
Connect to a PC or remote display 
Connect up to 6 platforms simultaneously 
Completely self-contained portable unit 
Large, easy to read LCD display with back light 

Model RW-10P RS-15P

Price $2495 $2495

Capacity 20000 lb
10000 kg 

30000 lb
15000 kg 

Minimum Division 10 lb
5 kg 

20 lb
10 kg 

Accuracy 0.1%

Size 35.4 x 19.7 x 1.5
inches

i81u812 
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